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Several months ago, the Bolivian Foreign Ministry prepared a proposal for consideration by the
government of Chilean ruler Gen. Augusto Pinochet, in which La Paz requested an outlet to the
Pacific Ocean in exchange for natural gas. Such request was only the most recent in a long history,
dating from a war with Chile in 1879-83 when Bolivia lost its coastal territory. According to local
news reports, Bolivia's request was made public in Chile only during the first week of June. Briefly,
Bolivia proposed that in exchange for a continuous supply of natural gas (quantity to be negotiated),
the country would gain sovereign rights over a "corridor" to the Arica port, located at the northern
tip of Chile, or to a coastal enclave south of the port. Discussions of the proposal were apparently
confined to high officials of respective foreign ministries until early June.
Reactions by Chilean politicians and industrialists were overwhelmingly negative, evidenced in
media reports referring to the Bolivian initiative as "irritating," "outrageous," and "unrealistic."
Several government officials expressed concerns over Chilean economic losses. For instance,
Fisheries Development Institute chairman, Alfonso Fillippi, told reporters the country would lose
$29 million annually in fisheries industry income if Bolivia were to gain control over a 200 nautical
area near the Arica port as requested in the recent proposal.
Heraldo Munoz, of the University of Chile's Institute of International Studies, said the compensation
offered by Bolivia is not viable, politically or economically. He argued that natural gas regardless
of quantity as compensation is unrealistic since its economic value may decline in the future. "This
proposition only invites economic and political instability between the two countries at some future
date." Alternatives to natural gas as compensation that Bolivia might consider, according to Munoz,
are a transfer of territory to Chile, or a simple leasing arrangement of a sea corridor.
Conservative daily newspaper EL MERCURIO reported that residents of northern Chile regarded
a potential transfer of national territory to La Paz as "treasonous." On June 8, in response to the
outcry elicited by making the Bolivian proposal public, Chilean Foreign Minister Jaime del Valle told
reporters that "at present there are no commitments nor oligations involved in talks with Bolivian
officials regarding an outlet to the Pacific." On the evening of June 9, Gen. Pinochet announced he
had rejected the proposal, saying that it was simply "unacceptable."
Del Valle and Bolivian Foreign Minister Guillermo Bedregal then became the targets of considerable
criticism by politicians and newspaper editors for failing to have predicted Chileans' strong
negative reaction. At a surprise press conference early June 10 in Santiago, Del Valle assumed full
responsibility for the situation, emphasizing that the Bolivian government had requested that Chile
simply inform La Paz of the minimum conditions it would require to "repair an historical injustice."
The minister said further negotations of this type will not take place under the present regime. Del
Valle also mentioned probable responses to Pinochet's decision. Bolivia, he said, will likely place
more emphasis on international forums to demand its perceived rights to a coastal outlet. He also
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predicted that Chileans could expect a deterioration in relations with Bolivia in the near future, and
particularly in terms of reduced imports of Chilean industrial products.
Meanwhile, in Bolivia, the response to Pinochet's decision can be summarized as indignation.
Politicians from the extreme left to the extreme right denounced the Pinochet government, as
did leaders of trade unions, the armed forces, and assorted civic organizations. After describing
Pinochet's dismissal of its request as "hostile," the Bolivian government promptly withdrew its
consul in Santiago. Numerous statements of trade retaliation against Chile were also articulated by
government officials. For instance, on June 11, Minister Bedregal suggested that Bolivian imports
and tourist travel to that country will likely be cut back in the near future. Bilateral trade is valued
at $140 million annually. In addition, according to government statistics, Bolivian tourists spend an
average $40 million per year in Chile.
According to Bolivian authorities, Chilean Air Force planes violated Bolivian air space three times on
June 11, and at least once the following day. On June 12 the Bolivian delegation at the Organization
of American States (OAS) requested an extraordinary session of the Permanent Council to denounce
the breakdown in bilateral talks precipitated by the Chilean government's "hostile attitude," and
the violation of Bolivian air space considered evidence of Santiago's belligerence. The following
day, the Chilean government announced that Foreign Minister Del Valle would not attend the
extraordinary session scheduled for June 17 in Washington. His Bolivian counterpart, Guillermo
Bedregal, announced his plans to participate in the Bolivian delegation's formal denunciation. The
Chilean response at the meeting was articulated by OAS Ambassador Javier Illanes. (Basic data from
several reports by Agence France Presse, Prensa Latina)
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